1. These are w............

2. Now Freddy w.............. his dog.

3. Yesterday he frogs j....................... into the pond.

4. A person who arranges flowers is a f....................

5. There are lots of c.........................

6. Bob was ill for 7 weeks; he had a long i......................

7. A person who dances is a d.........................

8. Exhaust fumes can damage our e.........................

9. There are lots of b.........................

10. She ran fast and arrived out of breath; she was b.........................
11. Everyone was confused; there was a lot of confusion.

12. Cars drive on the road, but people walk on the pavement.

13. A pain that hurts a lot is painful.

14. A person who works in a library is a librarian.

15. The dog did not harm people, he was harmless.

16. Now Teddy is sitting in the chair.

17. Our school competes in football; we won the football cup.

18. Scissors can cause harm; they can be hazardous.

19. A puppy that plays is playful.

20. There are lots of dogs.

21. Yesterday you worked hard at your homework.

22. When Donna passed all her exams she was satisfied; she had a feeling of satisfaction.

23. A person who writes is a writer.
24. A person who plays football is a f…………………………

25. The m…………………… did lots of magic tricks.

26. A king that has power is p…………………………

27. We measured the table; the m………………………… .....

was 90cm X 60cm.

28. A person who eats vegetables, but does not eat

meat is a v…………………………


30. Last Monday my sister k………………………… me ‘good-bye’.

31. She drove the car with no care; she was a c……………….. driver.

32. Yesterday we w………………………… the dogs.

33. Now Sam f………………………… with his brother.

34. The man who mended the electricity is an e………………

35. A man who creates art is an a…………………………
36. You shouldn’t drive when you are tired; t........................ can kill.

37. Members of Parliament and our Prime Minister govern; they form our g..........................

38. A person who teaches is a t..........................

39. A doctor who specialises is a s..........................

40. Sleeping Beauty was visited by the kind fairy; this fairy was famous for her k..........................

41. A person who works at understanding science is a s......................

42. Tom was lazy, he was always in trouble because of his l..........................

43. The injection gave no pain; it was p..........................

44. In English we learn to punctuate; we learn to use p........................ marks.